Nesbo, Jo. Doctor Proctor’s Fart
Powder (series). Nilly and Lisa help
their neighbor devise a powder that
makes a person fart, an invention that’s
very popular at school.

Becker, Suzy. Kate the
Great…Except When She’s Not. In
this illustrated diary-style novel, fifthgrader Kate is trying to be nice to
standoffish Nora but it’s very difficult.

Colter, Stephen L. Cheesie Mack
(series). Cheesie and Georgie are good
friends but together, they equal trouble.

O’Hara, Mo. The Big Fat Zombie
Goldfish. Tom’s pet was just a regular
fish until his evil scientist brother got a
hold of it. Poor fish.

Perkins, Lynne Rae. Nuts to You.
When a squirrel is carried off by a
hawk one day, his friends set out to
find him and bring him home.

DiCamillo, Kate. Flora & Ulysses.
After rescuing a squirrel from a vacuum
cleaner, Flora is amazed that the critter,
named Ulysses, now has super powers.

Scieszka, Jon. Frank
Einstein & the Antimatter Motor.

Griffiths, Andy. The 13-Story
Treehouse. Two boys who live in a

To win the $100,000 Midville Science
Prize, Frank will need the help of the two
robots that come “alive” when lightning
hits his workspace.

treehouse have trouble getting their
work done because of flying cats, giant
bananas, and more.

Spratt, R. A. The Adventures of
Nanny Piggins (series). Mr. Green

Hamilton, Richard. Cal and the
Amazing Anti-Gravity Machine. A
boy and his talking dog investigate their
wacky neighbor’s unusual science
experiments.

Healy, Christopher. The Hero’s
Guide to Saving Your Kingdom
(series). Four princes—all named
Charming—long for a “happily-everafter” in their respective fairytales and
unite in hopes of improving their stories.

Hiaasen, Carl. Chomp. To make ends
meet, Wahoo’s family agrees to allow a TV
show called “Expedition Survival” to film on
their land.

Jensen, Marion. Almost Super. Two
brothers look forward to obtaining their
super powers but, to their horror, their
abilities turn out to be useless and just
plan embarrassing.

Kelly, Jennifer. Jackson Jones: The
Tale of a Boy, a Troll, and a Rather
Large Chicken. A boy is blown into a
gigantic tree during a storm, where he
meets a troll and other oddball characters
as he tries to find his way home.

finally finds his children a nanny—an
ex-circus pig who’s a great
caregiver…except for letting the kids do
anything they want.

Urey, Gary. Super Schnoz (series).
Born with an extra-large nose, Andy, aka
Super Schnoz, has amazing abilities that
give him status as superhero.

Books You Might Also Like:
 Barrows, Annie. Ivy + Bean (series)
 Blume, Judy. Tales of a Fourth Grade
Nothing
 Bruel, Nick. Bad Kitty (series)
 Dahl, Roald. The BFG
 Dowell, Frances. Phineas L. MacGuire
(series)
 French, Jackie. My Mom the Pirate
 Gutman, Dan. My Weird School (series)
 McCloskey, Robert. Homer Price
 Peck, Richard. A Long Way from Chicago
 Peck Robert N. Soup (series)
 Sachar, Louis. Sideways Stories from
Wayside School
 Scieszka, Jon. Time Warp Trio (series)
All books located in J-Fiction
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